Zoom session
The month started with a Zoom Session conducted on ‘Seasons’ by Ms. Achrandeep
Kaur focussing on the four seasons through a beautiful PPT followed by an
interactive question-answer session.

An informative and interactive session on ‘Position Words’ was conducted on 4
February 2022 by Ms. Preeti Khanna. Children were taught the basics of
Prepositions using colourful slides prepared by the students of JKPS. The session
ended with a live worksheet which enabled the students to grasp the concept in a
much better way.

To help the students of Vivekananda Paathshala become proficient in the English
language, an interactive and useful session on ‘Punctuations’ was conducted by Ms.
Mansi Bhatia on 11 February 2022. The children were taught how to punctuate a
sentence and were given hands-on practice through live worksheets.

To help the children learn 'Sarvanam' in Hindi, an informative session was held on
17 February 2022 by Jaspalians under the guidance of Ms. Monika Mathur. She
interestingly explained the topic and the students of Vivekananda Paathshala learnt
a lot.

Links And learning

https://youtube.com/shorts/KWPXfjxkTzw?feature=share

The students were taught interesting Vedic math tricks to help them do calculations in a
fast and quick way. A live worksheet was also shared with the students to give handson experience of what they learnt from the video.

Basant Panchami is a famous Hindu festival
dedicated to Goddess Saraswati. The children

were made aware of this through a YouTube
link.
https://youtu.be/-rA_wg93U-I

Children were taught the concept of
prepositions during one of the zoom sessions.
As a follow-up exercise, a live worksheet was
given to children so that they can revise the
concepts learnt during the session.
https://www.liveworksheets.com/fm1532050
av

The children were taught interesting facts
and information about birds. They were
asked to draw their favourite bird and
write about it as a follow-up exercise.
https://youtu.be/KG9i-2FXnrQ

Children face difficulty in learning tables,
so to make their task easier the children
were taught easier ways of learning tables
and doing multiplication quickly and
easily.
https://youtu.be/uF2VP1BsD_s

Examination time is a little nervous for
students. To help the students stay calm
and prepare well for their exams, an
interesting video was shared with the
children so that they can manage their
time well and prepare for their upcoming
exams.
https://youtu.be/IJ0wrLO2l30

A year is divided into 5 seasons. Spring is the
most beautiful of all the seasons as nature
smiles and birds chirp in this season. The
children were taught about the features of the
Spring season through a poem and were asked

to draw the spring season and share their
pictures.
https://youtu.be/M4Rg6M5IsIY

Clean India, Green India campaign was held
wherein children made the poster on Clean
India, Green India.

To help children practice tables in mathematics,
a live worksheet was shared with them.

Examinations are around the corner and every
child wants to score good marks. To help our
beloved children score good marks by
following certain tips a useful YouTube video
was shared. The video emphasised the need to
plan the time well and follow some tips to be
a good scorer.

